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The Andrew Croft Award for Art
Jasmine Chow
Jasmine’s artistic journey through school has been an epic one, and it has been
a pleasure to watch her grow in confidence and skill as she has made her way
through sixth form. Both components in year 13 have had the female form as a
focus. In component one she explored the use of flowers as metaphors for
womankind, and in component two, the concept of isolation, dealing with positive
and negative space within her compositions.
Jasmine is going on to study art and design and we wish her every success as
she continues to blossom and grow as a young artist, making sense of the work
around her as she goes.

The Dewhirst Prize for Graphics
Phoebe Kerfoot
Phoebe is an incredibly focussed hard working student who is committed to
producing work of a consistently high standard. Phoebe uses her ability to
combine excellent drawing skills with intelligent graphic design and ICT skills to
produce quality outcomes. Phoebe’s portfolio reflects her creative ability; she
has completed a range of ambitious projects which show great attention to
detail, precision and quality of finish. I am confident that Phoebe’s mature
attitude and commitment to work will ensure future success in her chosen
career. Well done Phoebe, always push yourself, takes risks, never stop being
creative.

Geography Award
Daisy Ullyott
Daisy has excelled in this course over the last 2 years. She possesses an
inquisitive mind and a desire to always excel in all that she partakes in. Daisy
has mastered the art of ‘thinking like a geographer’ and tries to consider how
actions may have an impact in the future. During lessons Daisy has always tried
to consider the opinions of others and use these to help support or counter her
own responses. The responses are multi-faceted and reflect the changing
social, cultural and political landscape.
Daisy has been an incredible asset to the class and sixth form and the school,
always wearing a smile on her face no matter how challenging the day ahead,
the complexity of the lessons being taught. Good luck for the future Daisy and
I look forward to hearing all the great things you are achieving in the future.

Photography Awards
Emma Flintoft
This course has been new to Emma and she has taken to it with such ease and
interest, she is what you might call “a natural”, she certainly has a natural eye
for composition. But more than that, Emma has the work ethic that means she
strives to learn, to be better, to be great, and she does that. We have been
blown away by her work through the two year course and we are thrilled that
she wishes to pursue her talent and interest in this subject to study fashion
photography at university, bringing her two passions together. Emma has a
gentle and subtle approach to her work, seeing human beings as the sensitive,
yet strong beings that they are, which is exactly what Emma is too.
All the very best with your future studies and exciting career beyond that, as
photography takes you across the world.

Angela Craven
Angela has gone from strength to strength this year in Photography. She has
astounded us with her brilliant work ethic, her wide range of ideas, her passion
and creativity and not to mention her stunning photography and film
work. This year she has completed two components. The first dealing with
“loneliness”, accompanied by a beautifully written essay exploring this concept,
as well as poetic descriptions of other photographer’s work as well as her
own. The second more broadly explored “connected images” metaphorically and
practically within the presentation and execution of her work, using landscape
and portraiture, as well as more surreal connected images. She has an artistic
soul bursting with a desire to create and I am sure this will continue to
flourish as she ventures forth into the world.

.

The Christie Award for Modern Languages: French
Cerys Johnson
Cerys is an extremely well-organised, intelligent and hard-working student. She
never settles for second best and is always eager to improve her work and act
upon advice offered. Her dedicated, enthusiastic and mature approach to her
work will stand her in good stead for the future. It has been a real pleasure to
teach Cerys and to see how much she has progressed during the course. She will
be going to Huddersfield to study Physio, which will be an amazing experience
for her as she is always open-minded and willing to make the most of every
opportunity. We wish her well for the future. Bonne chance Cerys!

The Christie Award for Modern Languages: Spanish
Emma Palmer
Emma has always strived to achieve highly in Spanish and has risen to any
challenges that have presented themselves, namely Spanish grammar and the
multitude of tenses and moods she has studied along the way. Emma has always
approached Spanish with positivity and dedication and we wish her every
success and happiness in the future.
¡Qué tengas mucho éxito en el futuro!

Business Award
Freddie Harrold
Freddie has proven himself to be a very talented student within the subject
area of Business. Both his quest for knowledge and enthusiasm towards the
subject have been evident and ever present throughout his time in Sixth Form.
Freddie’s own inquisitive nature has led him to independently keep abreast of
not only what is happening in the UK Economy but also the World Economy
beyond, and this has undoubtedly helped him to do well in the subject. He has
been able to successfully gather, understand, digest and interpret the masses
of information and opinion that exist around the subject and successfully
arrive at his own well-formed and rounded conclusions. This stands Freddie in
very good stead for whatever path he chooses to follow after Sixth Form.
Freddie has been a pleasure to get to know, to teach, and has proven to be a
real asset to the class and his classmates. I have no doubt that Freddie will be
very successful in his A level results, beyond that in his Further Studies and
most likely in whatever he turns his mind to thereafter. I would like to thank
Freddie for enhancing my teaching as well as his peers learning and sincerely
wish him the very best for the future.

ICT Award
Charlotte Ellis
Charlotte has proven herself to be a model student in and around the classroom.
Charlotte is constantly helping other members of the group and making sure that they
know what to do and where to be. She even makes phone calls to other members of the
group to ask where they are in the build up to a lesson if she thinks they are likely to
be late. Charlotte is consistently searching for knowledge and her enthusiasm towards
the subject has been evident in every lesson. She has been almost ever present
throughout the time that I have been teaching her.
Another reason why Charlotte is being nominated is that I have been impressed with
her additional effort in making sure that she has as much knowledge as possible in
preparation for the exam. She is very pro-active in this regard and has usually learnt
topics ahead of time, completing revision so she knows some of the answers before
the questions have even been asked!
I would like to finish by saying that Charlotte has been a pleasure to get to know, to
teach, and has proven to be a real asset to her classmates. I have no doubt that
Charlotte will be very successful in her A level results and in her future.
All the best Charlotte!

The Ross Weekes & Jim Yates Awards for History
Jennifer Peacock
Jennifer started her Year 12 History studies with no History GCSE
background. To say the History Team were apprehensive is a fair statement.
Jennifer proved us all wrong. Over the past two years, her sheer determination
and grit has helped her hold her own with those who have studied it for longer
and she steadily pushed herself above and beyond expectations. Her oral
articulation surpasses others and she always has a really compelling argument
to make. Jennifer established herself in the class as a thoughtful and
industrious individual. It has been a pleasure to watch her transform from a
shy and quiet individual, to one who feels comfortable in asserting her place in
the historical world. Well done Jennifer – you thoroughly deserve this award.

Adam Sanders
Adam has been a steadfast member of both the GCSE and A Level History
family. Nothing has been too much trouble for him and he has always been in
lesson come rain or shine. He has always been extremely hard working and has
consistently applied all advice given by staff to ensure that he continued to
gain improved outcomes. This increasing self-confidence has resulted in the
commensurate improvement in his work. It has been satisfying to watch him
grow into an assured young man, who is not afraid to speak his opinion. Not only
has Adam been a committed student but he has always been a polite and wellmannered person as well as everything else. Thank you Adam for all your effort.

Psychology Awards
Angela Craven
The award for psychology this year must have been one of the most hotly
contested and debated awards due to the number of high-quality students
studying the subject. Angela has always been one of our quietest students,
never to make a fuss, never to shout the odds, never to show-off her talents,
yet Angela has always engaged in the subject asking and answering questions
and encouraging those around her and she has done this with a ready smile and
a sense of fun. We have seen Angela grow in her psychological knowledge and
abilities, which is largely down to her own hard work and determination. She is
the type of student that all teachers would like to have in their classes
attentive, studious and interested. It is these qualities that were considered
during our long discussion about this specific award. It is these qualities that
have undoubtedly enabled Angela to progress the way that she has over the
two year course. It is these qualities that will enable Angela to succeed in her
chosen career path.
It would not be correct if Mr Reeves did not get one last chance to
mispronounce her name (it started in year 7, carried over for two years at
GCSE and continued into the sixth form. She had a little break in years 8 and
9) ... she will always be affectionately remembered as Angell-a. We wish her all
the best as she leaves us and brightens other people's lives.

Hannah Edeson
We have had the great pleasure of being Hannah’s teachers through GCSE and
A Levels for the last 4 years. Hannah is a model A Level student who has a ‘can
do’ attitude and has demonstrated a very strong work ethic. She has a
personality which is tailor made for both the social elements of life and her
academia. In Hannah’s desire to succeed she has put in huge amount of extra
work outside of the classroom and is highly driven to be the best that she can
be. She demonstrates these traits by being determined, focused and
charismatic. Hannah is highly skilled at evaluating Psychological research and
integrating issues, approaches and debates into her answers and we struggle to
take marks off her. When asked to do one question Hannah will do three and
this is what makes Hannah very special that she always goes ‘the extra mile’.
Hannah whilst quiet in nature more than makes up for it in her exemplary
written communication skills; these are demonstrated regularly in the
classroom and with her work from home. Hannah is so driven and just gets on
with what she needs to do in order to achieve her potential and then some.
Hannah has all the qualities to be a success in anything she puts her mind to.
We wish her all the best in the future as it is very bright!! Congratulations you
thoroughly deserve the Psychology award.

English Literature Award
Bev Arnett
Bev is a truly deserving winner of this award. In addition to being an extremely
talented and enthusiastic student of English Literature, Beverley’s organisation,
independent learning and collaborative working skills are second to none. She is
consistently generous with her time in supporting and encouraging her peers
and frequently places the learning needs of others before her own. Bev
consistently approaches all learning in a positive and resilient manner. Her
cheerful disposition is infectious and I would challenge anyone who spends time
engaging in academic discussion with such a personable young lady not to be
drawn into delightful debate. In short, Bev stands out as someone whom
everyone on the course looks up to and whom many aspire to be like.

English Language Award
Steve Ibbetson
We have nominated Steve for the A2 English Language Award because of his
aptitude and instinctive skills for the subject. Steve is gifted at English
Language. Right from the very beginning of this course Steve has shown a high
level of understanding of the way language functions in society and has
endeavoured to augment this by applying principles of language study,
constantly seeking ways to develop his knowledge. I think what impressed us
most of all about Steve is his independent and enquiring mind. His investigation
was both original and ambitious and he researched his topic navigating the
implications of speaking English as a second language amongst football managers
with flair. His original writing too was just that, and the journalistic style
adopted would not look out of place in any broadsheet editorial. This resilience,
commitment and the wealth of other attributes Steve has makes him a worthy
recipient of this award.

Media Studies
Freya Kitson
Freya has always had a natural talent and flair in Media Studies – both in the
written aspect of the subject and the practical element. Freya joined the
course at a time where there was much upheaval in the subject area, changing
to Applied A Level and making the course solely Coursework rather than split
between practical and exam. However, her attitude never wavered. It didn’t
matter how she was assessed, she would still ensure that everything was done
to the best standard possible.
It did help that I taught Freya for nearly 4 years in other subjects before
picking her Media class at A Level and throughout that time Freya has always
shown tremendous resolve and commitment to complete her studies with
excellent grades. Her blog was first class, easy to navigate and always detailed
enough to get the top marks.
She has chosen to do the same course I did at University at the very same
institution, where I know she will be in safe hands and excel in all areas. I’m
sure the American Year will be the one thing she can’t wait for, but until then –
good luck in the future, and continue to do me and the rest of your teachers
proud.
Well done Freya.

Film Studies Award
Jess Watson
Jess had a difficult start in Film Studies as she never had confidence in her
work at AS Level. She always had the ability, but she never believed in herself.
Both myself and Mrs Scott knew she was capable of great things in the subject
and after much encouragement, Jess found her confidence after initially
thinking that she would call it a day at Driffield Sixth Form during last
summer.
I am delighted to say this year Jess’s work improved dramatically. For both the
small scale research project and her screenplay, she showed the natural talent
and ability we knew she had and produced a superb coursework folder. Her
script in particular ended up being based on her excellent Year 12 Media work.
It is not just in her coursework portfolio that Jess has excelled this year. She
took A Level Media as an AS and has worked by herself on her General Studies
preparation with occasional guidance from myself. This shows the drive she has
and both I and Mrs Scott couldn’t be more proud of her.
Well done, Jess – and good luck.

Ann Hodgson Award for Drama
Charlotte Hutchinson
Charlotte is an outstanding student who shows real skill and talent for
producing high quality performance work whatever the genre. She is a versatile
performer and is able to immerse herself in any role that comes her way,
whether this is showing exceptional comic timing or portraying pure despair
through abstract theatre.
She has also been a valuable member of the school productions and performed
in several shows. This commitment has recently been rewarded through
Charlotte gaining the principle role of Mrs Wilkinson in Billy Elliot. She was
outstanding in this challenging and entertaining role, showing off her singing,
acting and dancing skills.
Her attendance and punctuality has been excellent throughout and she has
been very keen to participate practically in every aspect of Dance and Drama
throughout her time at the school. Some of Charlotte’s main skills are her
resilience and hard work; she will go above and beyond to ensure her work is at
an exceptional level. Her perfectionism and contentious attitude, alongside her
warm personality and hungry desire to learn more will make her an ideal
candidate for developing at Drama school level.
Charlotte’s enthusiasm is evident within her studies and during her AS year she
achieved an A grade which was gained through hard work and dedication. We
are confident that Charlotte will go on to have a very successful career in the
arts, whether this is in musical theatre or acting. She has the stand out
qualities to succeed at drama school. Charlotte is a worthy winner of this
award and we wish her the best of luck in the future.

Margaret Spirit Award for Music
(two prizes)
Will Hammond and Dawn Farmer
Will and Dawn have both participated in many musical activities from the school
production to supporting GCSE performances. It is not possible to give only one
award as they have both contributed significantly to the department.
They both have achieved so much in their musical journey at Driffield School
achieving instrumental exams up to grade 8 diploma level.
They have worked hard and deserve recognition of their musical achievements
in performance.

Mathematics Award
Charis Palmer-Howe
When asked about choosing someone who has excelled since their foray into
sixth form, I deliberated as there were a lot of strong candidates out there.
I chose Charis Palmer-Howe, based on a very sound premise – determination.
Charis has developed from a quiet, intelligent, diligent student, to a student
that shows great motivation in tackling questions involving difficult subject
matter and being able to communicate her reasoning to her friends and peers.
She is capable of high reasoning self-evaluation and this allows her to overcome
difficulties now and also in future events.
Charis is an extremely warm and pleasant person, but don’t be fooled, she has a
steely determination that will allow her to achieve almost anything in life she
wishes to do. In my humble opinion Charis is a worthy recipient of this award.

Further Mathematics Awards
We chose both these students in order to recognise their outstanding
dedication to all of their mathematical studies. Choosing to follow maths and
further maths is a challenging but rewarding course and both these students
have risen to the level of difficulty admirably.
We could not say that we missed them when they left for study leave as we still
saw both of them almost every day with a list of questions and queries. They
were so used to coming and working with us they had their own work spaces set
up in the office.

Alistair Jacques
Alistair is an extremely dedicated mathematician. He is not satisfied with just
getting the right answer and will always strive to fully understand the intricate
detail required in any questions. If there are multiple ways to tackle a problem
Alistair will want to understand them all, but generally choose and stick with his
preferred method.
Alistair seem to show an aptitude for the modules that most students struggle
with greatly – such as interpreting statistics. We are not sure what this says
about his personality!

Isobel Beesley
Izzie was not content with just studying maths and further maths, she also
chose to follow the STEP maths course requiring a lot of self-study. It was
always a dreaded moment when she would pop up to the office to ask for help
before admitting it was a STEP question. These questions required deep
understanding of a full range of topics and sometimes involved the full maths
team taking them away to think about the best way to attempt a solution.
She has been a fantastic member of her maths and further maths classes &
much as we don’t like to admit it, we will miss the little tap at the door followed
by, “are you free? I’ve got a list of questions to go over.”

Biology Awards
Jenny Rumble
I don’t use this word very often to describe a student but Jenny is brave. She
will readily admit that the past two years have been a real challenge for her
but she has never once shied away from it. She faces every step with a positive
attitude and this has culminated in her decision to move to Australia for a year
to become an au pair. Initially I know she felt as though she was the one taking
the easy option compared to those going straight to University, but I told her
it is was she that had made the difficult and brave decision. It has been such a
pleasure to have such a mature and lovely young lady in my biology group and in
my form. Jenny is a genuinely good and honest person that will always do her
utmost to fulfil her potential. She has been a positive role model and friend to
others in the group, her attitude exemplifies what we want to see in our A-level
students. She has supported and often challenged others, including me, when
approaching difficult concepts.
This term has been especially difficult for Jenny with the changes at home, yet
it has proven to be another example of her maturity and organisation that she
has coped and continued to strive for success.
I have absolutely no doubt that Jenny will go on to succeed academically and in
life and I wish her every happiness for this next exciting year whatever the
future holds after that.

Tom Thompson
Tom has pursued his study of biology with the same drive and determination
that he approaches his life. He is relentless in his quest for knowledge and how
this applies to other subjects. He demonstrates a work ethic like no other
student I have taught but it is passion for his subject that stands him apart
and why we chose him for this award. To witness his enthusiasm in lessons and
be part of developing his understanding was a great pleasure. When he had his
university open days and interviews and I saw him so inspired about being able
to continue his studies, it reminded me why I love teaching A-level and what a
privilege it is being part of preparing him for the next great phase of his life.
Tom is a gentleman; I would hope that my children grow up to have the manners
and decency that Tom displays on a daily basis.
I know that he is going to relish life at University and no doubt will be
successful, the progress he has made throughout his GCSE’s and A-levels is
astounding and he should be held up as an example to students that no matter
your starting point, with the right attitude you can achieve.

Chemistry Award
Charis Palmer-Howe
Throughout the course Charis has always impressed. She is a conscientious
student who always works to a high standard. She achieved a good grade in her
AS exam and we are hopeful that she will go on to achieve even better in her A
level exam. Charis has been a pleasure to teach, she is especially tolerant of the
rather male dominated group! Charis should believe in herself and her abilities
as she moves into higher education.

Physics Award
Rebecca Tulloch
From the moment Rebecca walked into our Y12 class two years ago, we knew she
was a natural physicist. We knew that she was diligent, hard-working, and willing
to ask questions. And we knew that she would do very, very well.
What we didn’t know was that she would turn into one of the best young
physicists that I have ever taught, in any age group, nor that we would get to
the stage where I would ask her to check my working, rather than the other
way round!
It has been an absolute pleasure to teach Rebecca over the last two years, and
I sincerely believe that she will continue to excel throughout her next three
years at University. Well done Rebecca!

Applied Science Awards
Tong Li
Tong is an outstanding student who never fails to produce work of the highest
standard. She is conscientious and a pleasure to share a classroom with. Tong
has a wonderfully positive attitude to life and she always impresses us with her
work ethic, reliability and dedication. Tong has developed excellent practical
skills and has shown a high level of independence in her work. Tong willingly
supports her fellow learners and has great communication skills. We have no
doubt that these skills and qualities will enable her to have a successful future.
We wish you good luck!

Catherine Smith
Catherine has developed into an excellent student throughout the two year
course. She is a conscientious student who always meets deadlines and can be
relied upon to present her work in a rainbow of colours! Catherine’s work is
always of the highest standard. Catherine has been a delightful member of the
group; she has always done her upmost to support her fellow students and
works well in group situations. She has developed confidence in her practical
work and learned many new skills. She will undoubtedly go on to an exciting
future. It has been a pleasure working with her!

Russell Appleby Awards for PE and Games
Danny Young
Danny has proved himself to be an outstanding A level student who has grown
into an amiable and well respected young man. He has a cheerful but focused
approach to the lesson and is popular with his peers. As a student he followed a
successful GCSE course with a tough start to AS level studies. The independent
research and wider reading took time to embed itself in Danny's study
techniques but he eventually progressed into a student who has matured with
written and oral work and dedicated himself to reach his own personal levels of
excellence.
This determined approach has paid dividends with grades
continually improving. Away from the classroom Danny has represented the
school in a number of sports with football being his main area of strength. He
has furthered this when gaining qualifications in refereeing. He has supported
the school on many occasions by officiating at school matches across the age
ranges. A fine young man who deserves success in the future and we wish him
all the best.

RE Award
Beth Harris
Beth has been a role model student. She has gone against the grain and has
been extremely focussed throughout her A levels. Her attention to detail is
admirable and her drive is what has made her extremely successful. Beth is a
great example to demonstrate determination, where if things don't go your
way, no excuses are made and you do what's needed to achieve success and
your potential. A student we can all learn from.

Sociology Award
Jenny Rumble
‘Miss Rumble’ as she is known in Sociology has grown into an excellent
sociologist and has shown that she has an enquiring mind which has been
evident in the way that she has participated in all class discussions. She is
always willing to make a contribution to the class discussions and has an
excellent ability to recall factual information. Jenny has a very good ability to
analyse sociological theory which demonstrates that she uses a logical approach
to come to independent conclusions. She is a determined, focussed, selfmotivated and hardworking student. Once Jenny makes a decision she is fully
committed and determined to do whatever she needs to achieve it. Her
personality and smile never fails to light up my day and I will miss her terribly.
During her A Levels Jenny has displayed a high level of motivation in her
studies where learning in the classroom has been backed up by independent
learning. She always produces work to the best standard possible, meets all
deadlines and shows a real drive to do well in her studies. Her attendance and
punctuality has been excellent and she can always be relied upon her others in
the class.
I wish Jenny all the best in her exciting adventure in Australia and
congratulations on the Sociology award. You thoroughly deserve it.

Travel Award
Alice Oakley
Alice has shown a very keen interest in Travel and Tourism from the very start
of Year 12, this may be due to its naturally close links with Geography which is
another subject Alice has studied. Alice also took part in the successful World
Challenge expedition to Nepal which I believe has furthered her interest in the
wider subject and the Travel and Tourism industry. Alice consequently had a
very rewarding first year in which she worked extremely hard, even though the
course is less practical, she still persisted without any complaints.
In Year 13 Alice flourished during both the event management and guided tour
aspects of the course. She was very organised throughout and showed a natural
balance between both independent work and team work by always being
proactive while not dominating. When on the trip in London, Alice remained very
reliable, responsible and trustworthy as well as always retaining a very calm
head when difficult decisions had to be made.
During the entire course, Alice has been a very well respected member of the
Travel and Tourism team by both her peers and her staff. Overall Alice is an
extremely hard working individual who deserves to succeed in everything she
does. Well done Alice!

Food Technology Award
Charlotte Slater
Charlotte has worked confidently demonstrating that she can give perceptive,
detailed and knowledgeable responses to the wide range of topics included in
the specification. Throughout Year 13 Charlotte has maintained a conscientious
approach to work with a definite focus on meeting the deadlines for
Coursework.
We wish Charlotte every success for the future and hope that she fulfils her
ambitions to study for an English degree.
We will defiantly miss her fashion flair and help keeping up to date with
current trends

Product Design Award
Will Syson
Will is a one of a kind student, yes he works hard, he actually reacts and
responds to feedback, takes advice well and always tries to improve both
himself and his work etc. etc. Blah blah blah.
But what really sets Will apart is that he is a time traveller!
When he walks into the workshop, with his ‘Elvis like’ hair bobbing about with
each step, quite possibly wearing shorts too even though it might be the middle
of December, his first priority is to unplug the teacher’s computer from the
speakers and plug his phone in allowing us to be transported, whether we like it
or not, as far back as seven decades by listening to a range of 50’s and 60’s
music. Even Will’s year 13 project is a retro themed, transportable record
player...or as we like to know it ‘a massive box with wheels’.
I really do think Will is from another time period, and I believe this makes him
confused sometimes and would give him a valid excuse for the one time he
failed to turn up to his lesson, that and the fact that he decided to take part in
a chilli pepper eating contest prior to the lesson, after which I believe he
became close friends with the school toilets.
All the above aside, Will is the model student not only academically but in
persona too, his maturity shines through in way he tackles tasks and in the level
of commitment he shows on a daily basis. Will has been a pleasure to teach and
we wish him all the best for the future.

Textile Design
Molly Goodbody
Molly has worked with enthusiasm and great determination to create original
garments that showcase her creativity. Her cape, which was inspired by the
theme of time, features a skilfully smocked panel with a wide variety of other
textile techniques. Her ‘read all about it’ exam piece demonstrates her mastery
of free machine stitching. What has impressed us most is Molly’s conscientious
and organised approach to work which had meant that practical and sketchbook
work is completed on time and to the best of her ability. Molly has been a
delight to teach and we wish her every success in the future.

Driffield Sixth Form Awards
Meg Suggitt
There is never a day that goes past without Meg’s smile lighting up the Sixth
Form Centre. It has been a real pleasure to see her grow in confidence over the
last two years as she has explored the future and set her course. As an
individual Meg is bright, happy, articulate and focused. I know that she is highly
valued and respected by both her peers and staff for her enthusiastic
approach to everything and her willingness to work with others to secure the
best outcomes for all. She has worked tirelessly academically, but also with the
Student Union and has been a vital part of the Year 13 community. She will be
missed.

Hannah Lawton
Hannah has a rare and special talent. She can strike up and maintain a
conversation with anyone, in any circumstances. In this way no one is ever alone,
or excluded, because Hannah will always seek to draw them in. She can see the
need in others and is always moved to respond. Whilst others may turn a blind
eye, or not even observe in the first place, Hannah will not only notice how
others are, but will act to intervene. It is this natural empathy, openness and
care that make Hannah so unique. What is even more impressive is that it is
such a natural reaction that Hannah does not even realise she is doing it! She
will set aside her personal benefit to support others and we have always
appreciated it. We know that Hannah will have a wonderfully successful and
rich future. She deserves it and will achieve it.

Rotary Club of Driffield – Award for Outstanding
Contribution in the Sixth Form
Darcie Napier
The Rotary Club are a group of people who combine to bring about positive
change within communities. In this respect I cannot think of a better
candidate than Darcie to receive this award. Darcie is the most community
minded, people driven individual that I know. She has a kind heart and a
compassionate disposition which means that her default position is always to
seek the benefit of others. Darcie is, to use a term coined at the London
Olympics in 2012, a “Games maker”. She makes things possible; she makes
things happen. Not for her own benefit, but because it is necessary in order
for something to take place. In this respect Darcie has been absolutely
fundamental to everything that Wilberforce House, Driffield School and the
Sixth Form has done and she represents what is best and brightest about the
Sixth Form community as a whole. She deserves recognition for the time,
effort and self that she puts into supporting others. She is a star who will be
massively missed by us, but who will add huge value to wherever she goes.

